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Consistent marketing materials, advertising and 
leasing tools help Lewis Partners Inc. capture a growing

share of the suburban Houston mid-rise market

Enhancing image and developing brand
awareness
Lewis Partners Inc. had developed a significant
position in the mid-rise office real estate market.
Daniel Follette, Inc. was engaged to help them
develop their image and brand awareness. All
design, creative and production work was
performed by Daniel Follette, Inc.

Institutional Advertising
Institutional advertising developed as a part of the
program served multiple purposes:

• building brand

awareness

• promoting a wider

range of services

including deal

brokering and

management

• generating leasing

prospect leads

A standard suite of marketing materials
A standard suite of marketing materials helped
reinforce identity through consistent appearance.
It also helped to simplify marketing start up for
new properties

Working the broker network
Daniel Follette, Inc. also developed advertising
and direct mail to help Lewis Partners Inc.
maintain active contact with their broker network.

Tenant packets
The firm also provided a standard template for
tenant packets.
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Representative broker communications

Institutional advertising

Tenant packets
Standard marketing materials suite elements: single-sheet property
description, front and back; broker biography
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Related work

Helping create an upscale identity for 
River Oaks Center

As Weingarten Realty was developing River
Oaks Center, it called upon Daniel Follette,
Inc. to help promote its identity through
co-op advertising with tenants. The firm
provided tenant orientation and built a
simplified process for managing co-op
advertising. All creative and production
work was done by the Daniel Follette, Inc.

Promoting a property management
software package

The consulting firm, Weatherford/Kinton,
had built a property management system
for a major office leasing firm and had
begun to market it as a commercial
product. They asked Daniel Follette, Inc. to
design and produce their sales literature.
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A sample of the co-op advertising format built to enhance the River Oaks Center identity.


